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Chapter 1 : The Collector (Dante Walker #1) by Victoria Scott Book Reviews
The Collector is book one in the Dante Walker series by Victoria Scott. I was first introduced to Ms. Scott when I recently
read Fire and Flood and immediately fell in love with her and vowed to go back and read this earlier series.

His job is simple, weed through humanity and label those round rears with a big red good or bad stamp. Old
Saint Nick gets the good guys, and he gets the fun ones. Sealing souls is nothing personal. He has a huge,
loyal fan base that is very vocal about their love of this bad boy. He did, in a very big wayâ€¦ and that came as
a huge surprise. At first glance Dante is a jerk. He was beyond self confidentâ€¦ bordering on arrogant. He was
self-centered and at times even mean. Then, I got to know him. Talk about your character transformations - at
least in the eyes of the reader â€” Dante hid his true self well. It was amazing what Victoria Scott packed into
that short amount of time. The Collector was not only fast-paced but it was also one of those books that made
you thinkâ€¦. On the surface it was simple. The characters in The Collector are more complex than that. Dante
is cocky and arrogant, but there is also a vulnerability about him that he keeps well hidden, even from himself.
Charlie is sweet and innocent but not naive â€” at all. There are shades of gray on both sides. It kept things
interesting and also more real than keeping things strictly right vs wrong or good vs evil. The Collector was an
emotion packed ride. And before you ask, yes â€” there were tears. There was more than one heart breaking
moment in this book. Meeting the Dante that readers are introduced to in the beginning of this book may make
that hard to believe. It certainly took me by surprise. There are readers that may never identify with Dante, and
I guess I can understand why. It may be hard for some to get past that arrogant, self confidence that seems to
define him. He started winning me over the moment he defended Charlie though. Which brings me to the true
reason why I ultimately fell in love with Dante. Sure, I wanted to shake him â€” sometimes smack him, but
more often than not I wanted to hug him. The Liberator is due to release in August of
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The Collector was a cute story that was mainly character driven with an interesting concept. The characters, especially
Dante, showed tremendous growth throughout the story. There was a good humor through his thoughts and the
dialogue and it had me laughing.

Jan 22, Steph Sinclair rated it really liked it Recommends it for: People who like to be entertained Shelves:
My start with The Collector reminds me of what happened with Obsidian. I kept seeing i Actual rating: The
thing about this book is that you are not going to like Dante at first. And he knows this. But the thing about
Dante is, that deep down he has a good heart. Throughout the story, we see his good growing stronger and
stronger through his interactions with Charlie. I just wanted to toss him out a window, for real. But thankfully,
Dante has tons of character growth and becomes somewhat of a standup guy by the end. While the writing
style and characters were all right up my alley, the second half did seem noticeably weaker than the first. I
really think this may have been due to the Big Guy vs. They must have been putting in some serious overtime.
Still, I really was enjoying myself so whatevs. Scott created a very entertaining character who was really
distinctive. When I first read the blurb, I thought it was a little ambitious: All that sentence did is make me
turn my head to the side and emit an, "O RLY? Which, I guess, makes sense considering he does work for
Hell and he calls his "employer" Boss Man. And seriously, all I needed was for him to start rapping. Well, that
brings us to the second reason. Check my swag, yo. Because he possesses one thing I think it was incredibly
smart of Scott to include. It allowed me to like just a small piece of him until his redeemable qualities showed
up. He considers her undesirable, "unpretty", a waste of his time and good charm, etc. He sees how much her
friends love her, how despite her background she made something better out of it. She tries to protect her
people, and they in turn protect her. I loved seeing his character develop. And then you have his interactions
with the other characters. Scott really brought everyone to life with her wit and charm. I kept bookmarking my
favorite quotes until I realized I was damn near highlighted every other page.
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The Collector (Dante Walker series Book 1) - Kindle edition by Victoria Scott. Download it once and read it on your
Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading The
Collector (Dante Walker series Book 1).

Wear the restraint and walk among the living, work for hell and be traceable by him and the other collectors.
Eat, breathe, and carry on a normal existence on earth. Break it off and die a final death. Just an eternity of
silence. I heard he lived for several hours before starting to fade. And now I wonderâ€¦ Being locked in the
ninth ring of hell is one thing. But thisâ€¦ This is final. No backup plan, no last-minute resolution. I imagine
Charlie afraid. It stirs something hysterical inside me. And just like that, my decision is made. Chapter
Forty-eight Coinkidinks I push my jeans back down over my new lame sneakers and head for the door. For
now, I need my cuff. But my hours as a collector are numbered. The realization is both exhilarating and
terrifying. Elizabeth Taylor has been packed since this afternoon, and when I get outside, I ensure our bags are
still in the backseat. She no doubt has one of those sporty chick cars. Spinning around, I spot a figure standing
against a car near the back of the parking lot. Pulling my blazer back, I wrap my fingers around the Glock in
my waistband. The guy takes two quick steps toward me, and I raise the. His hands fly up, and he screeches to
a halt. Realizing this, I know I have to stop him. But he looks as determined as a bull. And I have a good idea
which collector that would be. My way of saying, I freaking love you, man. For the next twenty minutes, we
drive around town with our heads stuck out the windows like dogs trying to sense another collector. When we
near an enormous grocery store, Max grabs my shoulder. He looks over at me with big eyes, and suddenly I
sense it, tooâ€”another collector. I pull into the store parking lot and park near a line of Dumpsters. We watch
people coming in and out of the sliding glass doors. When we find Charlie, I want you to grab her and run. Let
me deal with this dick, okay? I want her safe. Hand Charlie off to her. As Max mutters about Big Guy calling
his collectors liberators, something moves across my line of vision. Max screams like a girl, and I jump in my
seat. I turn to my left, ready to punch through the window if I have toâ€”and stop when I see a mane of red
hair. Max flies from the car and races around the front. She wraps her legs around his waist, and he presses his
mouth over hers. And thenâ€¦then they just kinda start getting it on right there on the hood of my car. Through
my open window, I can hear Max moaning. My face scrunches in disgust. I lay on the horn. Then it hits me. I
get out of the car and move to stand in front of them. Max pulls her close and whispers in her ear. She shakes
her head back and forth. Then her head snaps up. Her body relaxes against him. Valery steps away from him.
She studies him for a long time without saying anything. Then she turns to face me. Then she climbs into the
passenger seat, and Max jumps in the back. I roll my eyes, but a small smile tugs at my lips. Before my time is
up. The music is off in my car, and now there are three heads hanging out the windows instead of two. This is
different, like someone is staring at me from across the room and I just now noticed. I shake my head.
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YOU ARE READING. THE COLLECTOR Teen Fiction. He makes good girls bad. Dante Walker is flippin' awesome, and
he knows it. His good looks, killer charm, and stellar confidence have made him one of hell's bestâ€”a soul collector.

But what makes The Collector so good is how Victoria has fun with idea and puts her own spin on it. Told
from the perspective of the bad boy, The Collector is surprisingly sweet, poignant, and hilarious and should
work well for readers who enjoy paranormal books but want a fresh take on this genre. But I thought Victoria
did an incredible job letting Dante take on a life of his own with his narrative. Have you noticed how often this
is one of my "reasons to read" when I like a book? I like it slow and I love the anticipation from the build-up. I
like that Dante is slow and steady, because it makes the romance more believable to me as a reader. Dante
undergoes a fairly drastic transformation in The Collector, and Victoria must be commended for her insight on
the feelings and internal struggle of a teenager. It has so much to do with that desire to be accepted by
someone, and they are such fascinating characters. It adds to the humour. The plot also felt a bit too
convenient for me. The main character, Dante Walker, was really funny - great one-liners. But this one was
totally different. Looking forward to the next one. My friend recommended it and sometimes we have
different tastes. The characters are amazing, and I thought Dante was so funny. I tell everyone I know about
this book now. He gets in, gets the job done and gets out. Ten days to claim her soul? Except Charlie is
nothing like anyone Dante has ever met before. At first I thought he was entertaining but about as deep as
dishwater. This character has a lot going for him - and not just the sex appeal and charm that he is oh-so-well
aware of. When tragedy and adversity had the chance to make her bitter and twisted, Charlie took the high
road and tried to be the best person she could be. Some twists I expected, some I never saw coming but they
worked well with the rest of the drama unfolding. There were a few surprises and I have to admit the ending
has left me so very curious as to where Scott is going to take Dante, Charlie and the rest of the crew in the next
instalment of the Dante Walker series. Close X Follow us.
Chapter 5 : The Collector | Victoria Scott | | NetGalley
Dante Walker. 18 likes. Dante Walker the soul collector.

Chapter 6 : The Collector (Dante Walker, #1) by Victoria Scott
Dante Walker is flippin' awesome, and he knows it. His good looks, killer charm, and stellar confidence has made him
one of hell's bestâ€”a soul collector. His job is simple, weed through humanity and label those round rears with a big red
good or bad stamp.

Chapter 7 : Collector : Victoria Scott :
tags: dante-walker, the-collector, victoria-scott. 32 likes. Like "And the bandâ€”oh, sweet mercyâ€”the band. They're like
a cross between mini Justin Biebers and.

Chapter 8 : Read For Your Future: Review: The Collector (Dante Walker #1) by Victoria Scott
Dante Walker has transformed so much since his days as a Collector, even still he never loses that spark that many
readers love most about www.nxgvision.com I love his 'tude and cocky humor, I equally enjoy the sweeter side of him.

Chapter 9 : My Little Obsession: TrilogÃa Dante Walker - Victoria Scott.
Dante Walker is flippin' awesome, and he knows it. His good looks, killer charm, and stellar confidence has made him
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one of Hell's best--a soul collector. His job is simple, weed through humanity and label those round rears with a big red
good or bad stamp.
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